Superior reporting with Excel
Liberty Reports is an add-on for Microsoft Excel® that will streamline your business reporting and analysis. With it, Excel becomes an interactive reporting and analysis tool that connects directly to your company’s Sage Estimating and accounting data. Leveraging what you already know about Excel, use your company data in combination with Excel’s robust features and do more with business reporting and analysis than ever before.

Transform Microsoft Excel® into a powerful and intuitive reporting solution populated with your Sage Estimating data using Liberty Reports. Use it for all your reporting needs such as project proposals, estimate comparison reports, and estimate/job cost analysis.

Why choose Liberty Reports for Sage Estimating
Work within the familiar Excel environment as you design and leverage the powerful tools in Liberty Reports for Sage Estimating. Regardless of your Excel expertise, Liberty Reports allows you to quickly and easily produce meaningful reports and data analysis. This results in minimal implementation time and a rapid return on investment.

Technical talent isn’t necessary to utilize Liberty Reports for Sage Estimating. The tool walks you through report design to help you get the right data into the right places. Plus, the Excel environment allows you to present information professionally with colors, fonts, and impactful visuals. After a spreadsheet is set up, reuse it to create the report or run the analysis again and again using current live data with real-time accuracy.
Other methods of entering data into Excel have potential for data inaccuracy due to human error. Making business decisions based on inaccurate data can be costly and result in a lot of wasted time. With Liberty Reports, data is delivered directly from your Sage Estimating database, eliminating any chance of costly human errors.

Sage Estimating customers choose Liberty Reports for:
- Ease of use
- Time savings
- Presentation quality
- Data accuracy

Drive better decision making with accurate data from Liberty Reports from Sage Estimating.

For more information contact your Sage business partner or customer account manager at SageCRE.com or 800-628-6583.